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        We recommend checking out our discussion threads on the Telmax TSP2-19-BUN Dual 19" Presidential TSP2-19BUN,
        which address similar problems with connecting and setting up Teleprompters Telmax.
        


        


        

        
        
      
	
        User manual for the Telmax TSP2-19-BUN Dual 19" Presidential TSP2-19BUN

        The user manual for the Telmax TSP2-19-BUN Dual 19" Presidential TSP2-19BUN provides
        necessary instructions for the proper use of the product Professional Video  -  Studio & EFP Equipment  -  Teleprompters.
        


        The TSP2-19-BUN Dual 19" Presidential Teleprompter Bundle from Telmax is designed for speaking events where the teleprompter is positioned in such as way that the text is only visible to the reader. The bundle includes two TSP2-19 19" teleprompters, three 25' VGA cables, and a four-port VGA splitter that allows you to have two teleprompters set up for the same speaker. The speaker sees the scrolling text on their side of the mirror, but all the audience sees is a clear piece of glass.

 Each TSP2-19 teleprompter features a 16" x 17" beamsplitter mirror that has rounded corners and a 19" LCD monitor that provides a maximum reading distance of 33 feet. A license for Telmax's proprietary ZaPrompt Pro software is included, which creates the scrolling text for the monitor and can be installed on four computers. TSP2 presidential series teleprompters incorporate all of the features of the predecessor TSP line, but utilize a completely re-designed mirror clamp system to give it a sleeker and cleaner look, while making it smaller, lighter, and more versatile. Along with the mirror clamp, the monitor mount has also been updated with a new folding support system that allows the monitor assembly to stay fully intact during transport.        
      
	        
        If you own a Telmax teleprompters and have a user manual in electronic form,
        you can upload it to this website using the link on the right side of the screen. 
        


        You can upload and download the manual for the Telmax TSP2-19-BUN Dual 19" Presidential TSP2-19BUN in the following formats:
        	*.pdf, *.doc, *.txt, *.jpg - Other formats are unfortunately not supported.


                                
      
	
        Additional parameters of the Telmax TSP2-19-BUN Dual 19" Presidential TSP2-19BUN:
 	 Mirror size 	 16 x 17" (40.6 x 43.2 cm) 
	 Monitor Size 	 19" (48.3 cm) 
	 Reading Range 	 33' (10.1 m) 
	 Video Input Connector 	 VGA 
	 Maximum Height 	 6' (1.8 m) 
	 Weight 	 23.8 lb (10.8 kg) (per teleprompter) 

 
     
	
        The user manual for the Telmax TSP2-19-BUN Dual 19" Presidential TSP2-19BUN can be downloaded in .pdf
        format if it did not come with your new teleprompters, although the seller is
        required to supply one. It is also quite common that customers throw out
        the user manual with the box, or put the CD away somewhere and then can’t find it.
        That’s why we and other Telmax users keep a unique electronic library
        for Telmax teleprompterss,
        where you can use our link to download the user manual for the Telmax TSP2-19-BUN Dual 19" Presidential TSP2-19BUN.
        


        The user manual lists all of the functions of the Telmax TSP2-19-BUN Dual 19" Presidential TSP2-19BUN, 
        all the basic and advanced features and tells you how to use the teleprompters.
        The manual also provides troubleshooting for common problems. Even greater
        detail is provided by the service manual, which is not typically shipped with the product,
        but which can often be downloaded from Telmax service.
        


        If you want to help expand our database, you can upload a link to this website
        to download a user manual or service manual, ideally in .pdf format. These pages
        are created by you – users of the Telmax TSP2-19-BUN Dual 19" Presidential TSP2-19BUN. User manuals are also
        available on the Telmax website under Professional Video  -  Studio & EFP Equipment  -  Teleprompters.
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